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Start organizing, automating & growing 
your agency right now!

AgencyBloc, the #1 Agency Recommended 
Management System, helps life and health 

insurance agencies grow their business with an 
industry-specific CRM, commissions processing, 

and integrated business and marketing automation.

https://www.agencybloc.com/schedule-demo/


In This eBook...

We found in our Insurance Agency Technology in 2019 Survey that 
about 30% of insurance agencies intend to either switch to a 
different agency management system or adopt one for the 
first time this year. When insurance agencies decide to adopt 
an AMS (from paper files or Excel spreadsheets) or switch to a 
different AMS, data migration is necessary. 

In this guide, you’ll learn how you can better prepare both your 
data and your team for the data migration process. Plus, you’ll 
learn what questions to ask your new AMS vendor and what to 
expect as the process gets underway.
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Section 1:

Data Migration Challenges



DATA MIGRATION CAN BE DAUNTING
Insurance agencies might find data migration daunting for a 
number of reasons. First, they assume it’s going to be very 
time-consuming. In some cases, it can be. It all depends on 
the state of your current data (more on that later). Insurance 
agents and agency owners are already incredibly busy, 
and the thought of taking the time to shuffle through their 
book of business and get it ready for migration can seem 
overwhelming.

Second, they don’t want to interrupt their current day-to-day. 
Switching to a different way of managing data and thinking 
about the migration process that goes with that gives some 
agency owners anxiety. And bottom line: we all know that 
humans, in general, don’t like change. 

Forbes identifies 5 reasons we don’t like change:
• Fear of the unknown/surprise
• Mistrust
• Loss of control
• Bad timing
• An individual’s predisposition toward change

All of these factors can make you uneasy depending on your 
data migration process and the vendor you’re working with. 
Later in the guide, we’ll discuss the kinds of questions you 
should ask your vendor before engaging in data migration with 
them.

One of those items we’ll discuss is the cost to migrate, another 
fear insurance agencies have. They know the quality of the
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http://www.forbes.com/sites/lisaquast/2012/11/26/overcome-the-5-main-reasons-people-resist-change/#66e1427b3393


migration and the service they receive is valuable, but they 
don’t want any hidden or unexpected fees once they begin.  

Lastly, agencies stress about data migration because the data 
in their book of business is everything. The information in 
that book is vital to running their business and it cannot be 
replaced. For this reason, it’s very easy to see why insurance 
agencies don’t look forward to the process of data migration.

Let’s take a look at common data migration challenges 
companies face.

DATA MIGRATION CHALLENGES
DMNews reports that “upwards of 91% of businesses engage in 
data migration projects; however, almost all (85%) of them run 
into a significant problem during the process.” This is not an 
appealing statistic for those of you planning to undergo data 
migration. However, there are reasons companies face these 
challenges, ways to learn from these, and ways to alleviate the 
issues.  

DMNews describes five main data migration challenges:
• Lack of collaboration
• Lack of data standardization or data consistency
• Poor system design
• Inaccurate information
• Poor interpretation of business rules

Lack of Collaboration
Of course, this begins with collaboration with your team. But, 
it also means you need to have consistent communication with 
your new AMS vendor. First, assemble a data migration team
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http://www.dmnews.com/dataanalytics/data-migrations-challenges/article/412805/


amongst your employees who will take point on the project. Be 
sure clear expectations are set and deadlines are made far in 
advance. Then, be sure you communicate your plans with your 
vendor and ask them if there is anything you’re missing (they’re 
the experts, after all). When communication fails, collaboration 
can’t happen.

Lack of Data Standardization or Data Consistency
We’ll talk more about this in the next section, but this is about 
making sure your data is “clean.” Before you even go through 
the process of migrating your data, you have to make sure 
it’s in the correct format and that your team understands the 
expectations going forward. This means using a standard set 
of abbreviations and formatting numbers all in the same way 
(dates, currency, etc.). You don’t want to import bad data that’ll 
require you to fix mistakes afterwards.

Poor System Design
Adequately planning and preparing people for the migration 
is crucial. You need to think about an accessible place where 
everyone will insert notes, comments, or questions throughout 
the project. Also, how will you monitor the progress and assign 
tasks to members of the data migration team? You need to 
find a place where everyone can view the status of the project 
as a whole. Google Drive might come in handy; you can create 
shareable documents, spreadsheets, and presentations. Also, 
plan extra time for the entire project. It’s better to get things 
done early than be stressing under harsh deadlines.

Inaccurate Information
This is similar to the data consistency point made above; you 
don’t want to start a new system with “garbage” data.
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https://www.google.com/drive/


Inaccurate data comes in many forms: inconsistent data, 
outdated data, missing data, and more. Inaccurate information 
is not only disadvantageous to data migration, but it’s also one 
of the top reasons businesses lose data. Strategic Resource lays 
out four ways most businesses lose information:

• Poor storage practices (paper files, external disk drives, 
etc.)

• Poor document control practices (multiple versions, 
multiple backup versions, lack of backup, etc.)

• Poor security practices (viruses, spam, etc.)
• Human or operational errors (failure to backup, failure to 

migrate data, losing ‘master’ copy, etc.)

For all of these reasons, insurance agencies are migrating to 
insurance agency management systems (AMS) that are hosted 
online where their data is constantly backed up and always 
accessible via computer, phone, or tablet. 

Poor Interpretation of Business Rules
We’ll talk about this in the next section more in depth, 
but it’s crucial that the people helping you with your data 
migration understand your data. It doesn’t do any good for 
IT (information technology) people to migrate data they don’t 
know how to interpret because errors can be made that way. 
Communication between the IT people and your agency is 
needed for a smooth data migration process.

So, what can agencies do to make the process less nerve-
racking for themselves? It’s going to be a combination of 
having your data in the right format for an easier transition 
and finding an AMS vendor that prioritizes communication 
throughout the process. Let’s tackle getting your data in the 
right format first.
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http://www.sresearch.com/srcblog/?p=136


Section 2:

Preparing Your Data



PREPARING YOUR DATA FOR MIGRATION
Think about the reason you’re switching from paper or Excel 
files to an AMS or why you’re switching from one CRM/AMS 
to another. Does it have anything to do with wanting to be 
more organized and productive with your data? To do that, it’s 
imperative that your data is in the right format. And the first 
step of getting there is preparing your data for the migration. It 
requires the data that you’re migrating to first be clean data.

CLEAN DATA
What do we mean by “clean” data? Have you ever heard the 
acronym “GIGO” which stands for “garbage in, garbage out?” 
This describes the idea that when insurance agencies deal 
with “garbage” data, they return “garbage” results. This can 
apply to numerous functions within your agency, and it begins 
immediately with data migration.  

In order to have a successful data migration, “garbage” data 
needs to be addressed. When attempting to “clean” up your 
data, throw out the things you don’t need, fill in gaps, and 
maintain the newly organized data going forward. 

Let’s take a look at a simple example. The following is an Excel 
spreadsheet with “garbage” data. Excel has a search function 
(Ctrl + F), but you wouldn’t be able to draw much insight or find 
anything easily in this spreadsheet because of the formatting. 
The Type column entries don’t all match up (current client vs. 
Client) and the SSN, date of birth, and gender columns are 
allowing multiple formatting. This is a very simple example, but 
it helps illustrate the point.
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http://searchsoftwarequality.techtarget.com/definition/garbage-in-garbage-out


Below is an example of “clean” data—again a simple example.
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If you were to take a spreadsheet containing clean data like 
this and upload it into an agency management system (AMS) 
like AgencyBloc, it would make the migration process relatively 
quick and easy. Plus, after migration, you’d be able to begin 
really using the data—easily searching through the data, 
running reports, and analyzing the data. 

Clean data goes beyond correctly formatting it in preparation 
of a data migration, though. It requires continual upkeep 
and a team effort to maintain organization. So, you can see 
why agencies are steering away from paper files and Excel 
spreadsheets in favor of an AMS where data is kept in an 
organized fashion with little maintenance needed.

Now, let’s see what you should be discussing with your new 
AMS vendor when it comes to data migration.

First Name Last Name Status Type Date of Birth SSN Gender
Jordan Whitehead App Submitted Client 4-30-1960 411-81-1616 M

Kellie Lindsay Waiting prospect 05/19/2001 235370033 female

Tasha Chapman On hold Agent 03/28/1986 515-11-4069 F

mike richmond retention current client 12/07/1985 660.10.5942 male

Gary Dorsey application sub Client 5-22-1994 534-06-8511 M

Odette Abbott holding agent 03/14/1979 002-56-6748 F

First Name Last Name Status Type Date of Birth SSN Gender
Jordan Whitehead App Submitted Client 04/30/1960 411-81-1616 M

Kellie Lindsay On Hold Prospect 05/19/2001 235-37-0033 F

Tasha Chapman On Hold Agent 03/28/1986 515-11-4069 F

mike richmond Retention Client 12/07/1985 660-10-5942 M

Gary Dorsey App Submitted Client 05/221994 534-06-8511 M

Odette Abbott On Hold Agent 03/14/1979 002-56-6748 F



Section 3:

Questions to Ask Your 
AMS Vendor



QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR AMS VENDOR
Here are 8 questions you should be asking your AMS vendor 
about data migration.

1. HOW DO I GET MY DATA INTO THE SYSTEM?
The system should have a simplified solution for you 
to transfer your data from your current solution. Most 
management software will be able to read a basic Excel sheet 
and extract the data directly from those spreadsheets into 
their software.

2. DOES THE FILE HAVE TO BE IN A CERTAIN FORMAT?
If you have a standard format for your data that will help a 
lot. What this means is that every column follows the same 
guidelines i.e. everything is capitalized, you use the same 
terminology throughout (like always writing Prospect all the 
way out), hyphens in social security numbers, and forward 
slashes in dates. In addition, having one section per column is 
usually helpful and helps cut down on errors (i.e. Column A= 
First Name, Column B= Last Name, etc.). You don’t necessarily 
have to follow this particular format, but having a standard in 
place will make a difference. 

3. CAN I IMPORT MULTIPLE POLICIES FOR ONE CLIENT?
It’s definitely doable. You should be able to add additional 
rows with the same client name but different policies on the 
spreadsheet and have them all go into the same client within 
the system. 

4. DO YOU HAVE IMPORT TEMPLATES AVAILABLE?
Your system should have templates available if you choose to 
go that route instead of creating your own. If you have
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questions regarding the templates, look in the help section of 
your software or call your support rep for assistance. And if 
you need additional fields not on those templates, you should 
be able to add columns for those fields. 

5. WHAT ABOUT NOTES AND ATTACHMENTS?
You should be able to transfer notes over by adding them into 
an additional column on the same row as your client of your 
spreadsheet template.

6. IS THERE A SEPARATE FEE FOR DATA MIGRATION?
Some software companies will have a flat fee, while others will 
assess the situation and give you a quote. The cost will highly 
depend on the system you’re coming from, the amount of data 
you have, and the state of your data (refer to the question 
about certain formats). 

7. HOW LONG WILL THIS TAKE?
Again, this will vary software to software, but it can be as short 
as one day or it can take a few weeks. Like pricing, it will heavily 
depend on the system you’re leaving, the amount of data you 
have, and the state of your data. This can also be dependent 
upon you. Having your data properly prepared (refer to 
question 2) and being responsive to your support rep can help 
cut down the wait time considerably. 

8. HOW EASY IS IT FOR ME TO GET MY DATA OUT?
Now this is one of the most important questions you must ask. 
Many times, the hidden costs, delays, and difficulties during 
data migration don’t come from your new software, they come 
from the old. BEFORE YOU BUY new software, make sure you 
ask about how you get your data back out.
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These 8 questions are all very important, but also quite 
technical. It’s even more important that you don’t forget to 
“feel out” how helpful the vendor is going to be during the 
process.

Certain vendors are more involved than others. That’s why 
asking questions upfront is so important because you don’t 
want to be stuck in a situation you struggle with. Some vendors 
will consult with you about your data and walk you through 
what needs to be done, maintaining communication with 
you throughout the process. Other vendors might give you a 
template and let you take it from there with little consultation. 
And, finally, there are vendors who are very hands off who 
expect you to use an import tool in their system and work 
through it yourself. 

As you can see, choosing a vendor with highly recommended 
customer service is very important right from the beginning. 
Knowing you have someone you can chat with along the way 
definitely eases the stress of the process.

Also, an important question to ask your previous vendor (if you 
are switching from another system) is how you’ll actually get 
your data from them. Sometimes vendors won’t export your 
data in the right format, and you’ll be responsible for that. So, 
you’ll need to consider the time for completing that.
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Section 4:

Data Migration with 
AgencyBloc



DATA MIGRATION WITH AGENCYBLOC
When you switch from paper files, Excel spreadsheets, or 
another AMS to AgencyBloc, we try to be as helpful as possible. 
Every situation is different, but the process of data migration to 
AgencyBloc generally includes these steps:

• Initial conversations with your sales rep about the 
data migration process. This is when you’ll discuss any 
concerns about the current state of your data.

• Data consultation with an Onboarding Specialist or Data 
Migration Specialist. They will look at your data with you 
and discuss the best plan for import.

• Work with Onboarding Specialist or Data Migration 
Specialist to get data in the right format. Like we said, 
each situation is different, but we’ll guide you on getting 
your data in the right format with the help of an import 
template we provide. 

• Receive continued support from the Client Success Team 
throughout transition and ongoing as a client. Customer 
service is an incredibly important aspect of our business, 
and we take pride in building one-on-one relationships so 
that you receive the best service possible.

The goal is to get your agency up and running as confident 
users as quickly as possible. For ongoing support, AgencyBloc 
provides access to Client Success via phone, email, and live 
chat, and we also maintain a Help Center with articles and 
videos.
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TO SUM UP...
To sum up, remember that knowing the challenges you might 
face with data migration is half the battle. Once you know what 
you’re up against, you can take the necessary steps to get your 
team and your data ready for the move. 

Also, ensure your data is in a “clean” fashion that’s ready 
to move. From there, put the necessary data management 
processes in place to keep it clean and organized!

Lastly, remember the 8 data migration questions (pages 13-14) 
to ask of any software vendor you’re considering moving to. 
These will help you identify what will be expected of you and 
what you can expect from your vendor partner.

Bottom line: Data migration doesn’t have to be daunting. 
Ensure you prepare your data and your team and ask your new 
AMS vendor the right questions, and you should be well on 
your way to a successful data migration.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT AGENCYBLOC
AgencyBloc is the #1 Agency Recommended Management 
System for life and health insurance agencies with an 
industry-specific CRM, commissions processing, and 
integrated business and marketing automation.

Learn more in our overview video:

“We’ve said again and again, the level 
of personalized customer service and 
support we’ve received during and 
after our transition to AgencyBloc has 
been phenomenal!”

Nicole B.
Allegacy Benefit 

Solutions, LLC

https://www.agencybloc.com/tour/
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READY TO SEE IF 
AGENCYBLOC IS THE RIGHT 

FIT FOR YOUR AGENCY?

Sign up for a live, one-on-one demo 
of AgencyBloc.

You’ll be able to discuss your agency’s specific 
needs and see AgencyBloc in action.
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